
CHAPTER FIVE

AUSTIN LAMBDA

The year 1979 marked the tenth anniversary of the

Stonewall Uprising in New York City, which ushered in the

era of gay liberation, and the ninth anniversary of the

radicalesbian publication.of the. "Woman-Identified**

Woman,"1 which sparked a new consciousness among

lesbians. The 1970s had been a time of trial for the

lesbian-gay movement. The message of liberation spread

rapidly throughout the country during its first few

years, peaked in the early 1970s and then began to level

off by the mid 1970s. In 1977 the lesbian-gay liberation

movement had a resurgence, largely as a result of the

Anita Bryant controversy. The late 1970s then witnessed

what appeared to be a national struggle for the integrity

of lesbian-gay interests. The war was inconclusive: On

the national level, lesbians and gays were beginning to

cooperate on common political goals but were still often

at odds with each other. Both sectors, however, were

growing rapidly and discovering a new political

1 See Koedt et al., eds., Radical Feminism, 240.
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confidence. On the battleground, lesbians and gays

suffered several ominous defeats in 1978, including the

referendum losses in Wichita, Eugene and St. Paul and the

shocking assassination of Harvey Milk, America's first

openly gay elected official. The lesbian-gay movement

scored one of its few victories in Austin, where the

successful suit against the Cabaret Disco vindicated the

integrity of the city's Public Accommodations Ordinance,

which included the protection of lesbians and gays.

In spite of these political setbacks, the national

lesbian-gay community continued to grow, diversify and

mature. Until 1970, there were three or four different

homosexual organizations with a handful of chapters in

New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Washington

D.C.2 With the advent of liberation and its success in

pulling America out of the closet, lesbian and gay pride

led to a mushrooming growth in community-oriented groups.

Many felt that the only way for lesbian and gay culture

to survive was to form social and political organizations

that would offer alternatives to the bars. Some of these

groups coalesced around feminist principles, others

around religious institutions and still others around

John D'Emilio, Sexual Politics, Sexual
Communities; The Making of a Homosexual Minority in the
United States; 1940-1970 (Chicago; University of .
Chicago Press, 1983), chap. 1-3.
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racial identities. Of these, some were overtly

political, some were social, and many tried to be both.

With its increasing diversity, the lesbian-gay movement

often became very fractionalized with some groups

becoming intolerant of others. The diversity of the

national lesbian-gay community was reflected in Austin by

a number of different organizations in the mid to late

1970s. In addition to the social and political groops

previously mentioned, other groups formed around such

issues as religion, womens' rights and racial minority

civil rights in addition to lesbian-gay rights.

In religion, Metropolitan Community Church - Austin

was a local affiliation of a Christian denomination begun

in Los Angeles in 1968 by the Reverend Troy Perry to

serve the spiritual needs of lesbians and gays. Local

chapters of Dignity (Roman Catholic), Integrity

(Episcopalian), Affirmation (Methodist) and Gay Jews of

Texas were also begun in the late 1970s in Austin.3*

These groups shunned the separatism of MCC, preferring

instead to work discreetly within the bounds of

mainstream religion to deal with the problems of lesbian

and gay believers. These organizations were important

3 Judie Cowan, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 7 June 1990; Sam Baker, telephone
interview by the author, written notes, Austin, Texas, 1
June 1990.
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for raising lesbian and gay consciousness in believers

whose religions were doctrinally opposed to their

existence. They allowed many to come out and feel good

about their sexuality while maintaining most of their

traditional belief systems. For some, like Tommy Ingram

and Phil Richardson, both members of MCC-Austin in the

1970s and 1980s, these groups served as stepping stones

to further involvement in the lesbian-gay community**4

A variety of organizations and health services for

lesbians and gays proliferated in Austin in the late

1970s. One such group was the lesbian-gay oriented

Lambda Alcoholics Anonymous started in 1977.

Traditionally a major problem with oppressed minorities,

alcoholism and drug addiction were by the late seventies

rampant in Austin's lesbian-gay community.5 Several

interviewees, who prefer that their names not be

mentioned, were involved at one time or another with the

group meetings, which attracted as many as sixty people.

Another health services group, the Gay Nurses Alliance,

began in Austin in 1978 and, according to member Michael

Tommy Ingram, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 21 June 1990; Dr. Phil Richardson,
interview by the author, written notes, Austin, Texas, 15
May 1990.

5 "Lambda AA," Gay Austin, v.l no.7, February 1977,
p.4.



Johnson, took over the VD testing program initiated by

members of GCS.6 Dr. Phil Richardson also aided the

health needs of the community by beginning a general

medical practice in 1979 as an openly gay doctor

advertising for lesbian and gay clients.7

In late 1979 and early 1980, many latinos were

dissatisfied with the ethnocentrism of anglo-dominated

lesbian-gay groups and the homophobia of chicano «•*

political organizations like the Brown Berets. Several

lesbian and gay latinos gathered to form Chispas

("Sparks" in English), which hoped to meet the needs of

the doubly oppressed lesbian-gay latino population of

Austin. The Chispas group consisted of, on-average,

eight political activists including Jesse Johnson,

Yolanda Chavez-Leyva and Luis Alberto de la Garza, each

of whom had had experience in both the lesbian-gay

community and in latino political organizations. In

addition to semi-regular meetings, the group formed^a

successful guerrilla theater troupe called "Jotos"

("Faggots" in English), which performed skits and short

plays to latino and lesbian-gay audiences in 1979 and

1980 with the aim of addressing the twin scourges of

6 Michael Johnson, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 15 May 1990.

7 Dr. Phil Richardson, interview by the author."
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racism and homophobia. Chispas also published three

issues of a newsletter Gafas ("Shades" in English) before

it disintegrated a year later in the winter of 1980-81.8

Lesbians also continued to be socially and

politically active in the late 1970s after the break up

of the Austin Lesbian Organization. Many continued with

the subgroups of ALO,. such as the Softball and socsfer

teams, while others recreated a lesbian newsletter in the

form of Austin Dyke (1977-78) and, later, Our Time Has

Come (1978-80). Other lesbians continued to forge

alliances with straight women in Women/Space and in the

Womens' Art Collective. The latter was started in 1976

by lesbian Rita Starpattern, and its art show, "Women and

Their Work," became a highly successful annual event.9

Austin Lesbians also continued to pursue the elusive goal

of a statewide lesbian network for contacts and support

with the publication of Lone Star Lesbian, a statewide

newsletter in 1978-79.

The Austin lesbian-gay community was maturing and

beginning to address the needs of the great diversity of

8 Jesse Johnson, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 13 June 1990.

9 Rita Starpattern, interview
notes, Austin, Texas, 5 February 1990.

9 Rita Starpattern, interview by the author, written
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people who had heretofore been deprived of a positive

sexual identity as lesbians or gays. With so much

activity it seemed that the time had come to find a' space

where different groups could meet and where workshops

could be held, a community center with a referral

service, a phone line, a lending library, which would

also provide a comfortable physical and psychological

space for both lesbians and gays. Gay Community Services

was in decline. Fewer people were attending the once

popular Friday night rap groups and energetic people like

Troy Stokes were becoming involved with other

projects.10 On the women's side, Women/Space continued

to provide for its strong lesbian contingency, but it

lacked a clear lesbian identity and did not provide

enough social activities to give lesbians a consistent

choice over the bars.11 Given an increased activity on

all fronts of the lesbian-gay community on one hand and

the dwindling availability of comfortable places to'meet

on the other, it seemed that the time was right for

another try at a community center.

Of course the interaction of the lesbian-gay

10 Troy Stokes, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 20 February 1990.

11 Barbara Risingstar, interview by the author,-
written notes, Austin, Texas, 1 October 1990.
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community up until 1979 did not seem conducive to such an

idea. Insensitive gays and separatist lesbians had

driven wedges within the community that were partially

responsible for the demise of both the Austin Lesbian

Organization and Gay Community Services. They feared

that the same battles would rip apart another attempt at

community organization. Even if they overcame the

ideological infighting and insensitivity, they were*not

sure how to keep the interest and energy level of an

organization up to a point where it would have long terra

viability. The answer to these problems was a new

ideology and a new form of organization that came

together in Austin Lambda beginning in September 1979.

After being involved in the creation of the

"Breakfast for Human Rights" in May of 1978, Michael

Fernandes (a 32 year-old psychotherapist), Cherese Campo

(a 21 year-old involved with the theater), Marc Schmitz

(a 22 year-old sign interpreter) and Lee Nicoloff (a 26

year-old graduate student in counseling at UT) continued

to meet to discuss their ideas for starting a lesbian-gay

community center.12 They were inspired by the success

of the anti-Bryant rally in bringing lesbians and gays

12 Michael Fernandes, telephone interview by the
author, written notes, Williamsville, Vermont, 1 October
1990.
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together for political purposes, and they hoped to

continue this spirit of unity for social goals as well.

Each was aware of the insensitivity/separatism and long-

term viability problems of previous lesbian and gay

groups. They used their mutual respect and organizing

skills to set some new guidelines for the proposed Austin

Lambda.

The most important aspect of the new ideology-Af

Lambda was the genuine acceptance of mutual respect as

the foundation for the new organization. This was the

only way to bring the disparate communities of lesbians

and gays together.13 Michael Fernandes, who held

feminist beliefs, understood the history of the

persistent oppression of women by even gay men that

continued through this time. Aware of the insensitivity

of many gays towards women, he sought to correct it as a

leader of the new group by, among other things,

recognizing that many lesbians wanted to be called -

lesbians and not gay women. Fernandes and Schmitz (the

two male founders) also understood that lesbian

separatism, although not a goal of Austin Lambda, was

largely a result of male (including gay male)

13 Kasey Strongher, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 1 October 1990.



insensitivity towards and suppression of feminist

issues.14 In the first edition of the newsletter Austin

Lambda in September 1979, all four founders agreed that:

We believe that any project working toward social
change must be basically non-separatist - but we
also strongly believe that where the need or desire
for separatism exists within the Lesbian and Gay
Male community, it should be respected.15

This goal applied not only to lesbian separatism but to

lesbian and gay separatism from mainstream, straight

society as well. They sought to educate the rest of

society and stated: "it is our intent to raise the

public consciousness about Lesbian/Gay culture and its

particular magic."16

One important method for binding lesbians and gays

together at Austin Lambda was its unique emphasis on

culture. The official title for the organization was

"Austin Lambda: A Lesbian-Gay Culture Project." The

idea was to nurture and explore the "invisible . . .

Lesbian/Gay culture which is different in its life-ways,

language and symbols than any of society's other

cultures."17 The use of the word "culture" aimed to

emphasize the similarities within and between lesbians

14 Michael Fernandes, interview by the author.

15 "Some of the things we believe," Austin Lambda
Newsletter, issue no.l, September 1979, p~7~2l

16 ibid. I

17 ibid.
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and gays. They saw a political emphasis as divisive in a

social organization. The members of Lambda realized, of

course, that in a homophobic society the very act of

positively asserting an alternative identity as lesbian

or gay was a dramatically political act. To the

considerable extent then that oppression was a political

struggle, Lambda would be political but not in an

official posture.18 Soon after Lambda opened in —«.

September 1979, the original coordinators (Fernandes,

Campo, Schmitz and Nicoloff) agreed to apply to the state

for a 501C3 non-profit/non-political license for the

organization, which would on one hand legitimize Lambda

in the eyes of local and state government while on the

other, provide a tax-exempt status. Members of Lambda,

however, became heavily involved with city and national

politics. Lambda offices were being leased after March

1980 to the lesbian-gay political caucus (ALGPC), which

meant that Lambda members were often in contact with the

politicos. Soon the memberships of both organizations

overlapped considerably.19

In addition to feminist ideology, the concept of

mutual respect and Lambda's status as a non-political

18 ibid.

19 Michael Fernandes, interview by the author. "
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organization, insured a space for ideological

differences. From the beginning the Steering Committee

that guided Austin Lambda was comprised of four general

coordinators - two male and two female - and a

representative from each of the "standing" committees. A

proviso of gender equality on the Steering Committee was

to be rigorously enforced at all times. There were

originally ten committees including: Lesbian Planning,

Gay Men's Planning, Arts Council, Speakers Council,

Newsletter Staff, Office and Information, Sponsorship and

Fundraising and others that never got off the ground.20

Six months later, in February of 1980, however, the

general coordinators decided that there were too many

committees and too many meetings to attend.21 Austin

Lambda formed one collective with one general meeting in

lieu of the multiple committee/multiple meeting

structure. From then on, the fifteen to twenty active

members of the collective met every two weeks to discuss

planning and problem solving.22

The founders also addressed the problem of

20 "What will happen at Austin Lambda?," Lambda,
issue no.3, October 1979, p. 1.

21 "A Community Calendar," Lambda, issue no.6,
February 1980, p. 3.

22 Barnee Escott, interview by the author, writ.ten
notes, Austin, Texas, 29 September 1990.
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sustaining interest in the group in a novel way. The

four original members hoped to avoid the peaks and

valleys of membership and funding that had plagued other

attempts at lesbian-gay organization in Austin. They

devised a system based on the concept of sponsorship,

which they broke down into two subsections. The "regular

sponsors" agreed to pay three dollars per month while the

"rent sponsors," whose donations were earmarked for*the

rent on the various Lambda locations, agreed to pay ten

dollars per month. Sign up sheets were provided in the

newsletters that were sent to those on the mailing list

built up by the political caucus (ALGPC) during that

year. Those who agreed to sponsor Lambda received the

monthly newsletter and got discounts on those events or

workshops that charged a fee. Lambda started out with

125 sponsors donating $310 in September 197923 and

expanded to 150 sponsors donating $684 in June 1980.24

The summer and fall of 1980 appear to be the most 7

financially successful periods of Lambda's existence,

but, even at its peak, the sponsorship program could

provide only two-thirds to three-fourths of the

23 "Financial Statement for September," Lambda,
issue no.2, October 1979, p. 2.

24 "Financial Statement: April 23 - May 20," -
Lambda, issue no.10, June 1980, p. 8.
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continuously rising costs.25

The main reason for financial difficulty was that in

March of 1980 a confident Austin Lambda moved from its

original location on 1304 West Lynn St. to a house at 603

West 12th St.26 It was the dream of the original

founders to have a large physical space in which to build

a comfortable lesbian-gay community center. The small

one room office on West Lynn in front of a yogurt «*.

manufactory had sufficed when Lambda was small, but

attendance at various functions and at general meetings

was increasing. Lambda members also hoped that a larger

space could provide rooms for meetings and programs of

other Austin lesbian-gay organizations like ALGPC and

Lambda Alcoholics Anonymous. The move, however, doubled

rent from the $200 a month paid at West Lynn to $425 a

month plus utilities paid at West 12th. This was a

luxury that proved too costly in the long run.27

Although the fundraising effort, including the -

sponsorship program, was by far the most successful of

any of the lesbian and or gay groups in the city, the

monthly burden proved to be too great. In contrast, Gay

25 ibid.

26 tiThe Move. . .," Lambda, issue no.7, March 1980,
p. 6.

27 Michael Fernandes, interview by the author. "
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Community Services, Women/Space, Austin Lesbian

Organization or even MCC-Austin (which had to rent

churches), never paid more than $50 a month for a place

to meet.28 The house on West 12th St. that became the

focal point for a lesbian-gay culture project quickly

became a financial albatross around the neck of Austin

Lambda. The group was forced to move to a significantly

cheaper and less desirable location two years later^ in

March of 1982.29

Despite these difficulties, Austin Lambda thrived

during its first two years of existence. The newsletter,

Austin Lambda, was published before the first official

meeting in September 1979. Michael Fernandes was largely

responsible for publishing the monthly, which included a

calendar of events, a host of articles concerning Lambda

functions, a monthly cash balance and a section on

lesbian-gay news from around the country. In January

1980, Austin Lambda went to offset printing, which was

done by the Red River Women's Press Collective, and in

this format reached a size of twelve pages by mid-year.

28 Troy Stokes, interview by the author; Robin M.,
interview by the author, written notes, Austin, Texas, 9
June 1990; "Florence Ross," interview by the author,
written notes, Austin, Texas, 27 June 1990; Tommy Ingram,
interview by the author.

29 Charles Burdine, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 16 June 1990.
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In the Summer of 1980, the newsletter began accepting

advertisements for the first time from local lesbian-gay

oriented or owned businesses in an effort to help pay for

the rising costs of publication.30 The newsletter was

originally free of charge to sponsors but after September

1980 cost the subscriber five dollars per year for home

delivery. In its peak year of 1980-81, Austin Lambda had

J a circulation of 1000.31 ~

Another successful function of Austin Lambda was the

creation of separate men's and women's "awareness"

j groups. The awareness groups were similar to the rap

groups held by previous organizations and met on separate
I
Li evenings at the Lambda offices beginning in the fall of

1979#32 Tne ments group, according to Lambda member

Marvin Prevost, attracted, on-average, from fifteen to

j] twenty people to the Monday night sessions.33 A similar

awareness group for women met on Thursday nights and,

{J according to members Kasey Strongher and Barbara 7

30 i<Tne Newsletter," Lambda, issue nos. 11-12, July-
August 1980, p. 12.

J

31 "Newsletter Expands," Lambda, issue nos. 10-11,
i July-August 1980, p. 2.

Li 09
**• See Lambda, issue no. 10, June 1980, pp. 4-5.

33 Marvin Prevost, interview by the author, written
u notes, Austin, Texas, 22 June 1990.

u
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Risingstar, were likewise well-attended.34 In addition

to the awareness groups, professionally run therapy

groups also convened at Austin Lambda. Therapy group

participation was generally limited to eight people and

became so popular that at one time three men's groups

were meeting there.35 Michael Fernandes, a professional

psychologist, served as the initial facilitator (group

leader) and was replaced in the spring of 1980 by member

Paul Clover, who had also had training and experience in

counseling. Similar therapy groups for lesbians were run

by counselor-in-training Lee Nicoloff, who included

topics in her discussions such as "Lesbian Jealousy."36

Fewer women than men attended such groups at Lambda,

perhaps because of similar programs at Women/Space. The

Lambda therapy groups were similar to the peer counseling

services of GCS and the initial Women/Space but were led

by professionally trained facilitators rather than

untrained counselors. -

The main advantage in having a community center was

that there was a place where people could meet. The

34 Kasey Strongher, interview by the author; Barbara
Risingstar, interview by the author.

35 Michael Fernandes, interview by the author.

36 Paul Clover, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 15 June 1990; "Jealousy Workshop
Planned," Lambda, issue no.6, January 1980, p. 3.
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house on 12th St. in particular was, by all accounts, a

wonderful place to have an office. Like other lesbian-

gay groups, Austin Lambda had a telephone line, a small

lending library, newspapers and information about the

local and state lesbian-gay communities. The telephone

line was not the peer counseling line that the GCS

telephone line had attempted to be. For the most part,

the telephone, line .and office staff ..served as .sources for

information and referral, largely due to professionalist

notions that untrained staff were not able to give

adequate counseling. The idea was to have the office

open during the night from 6 to 10pm with a staff

volunteer fielding questions from callers or visitors.

Unfortunately, except for announced meetings or events,

Lambda never became a place to "hang out," as had been

hoped. Michael Fernandes, who lived in part of the

house/office for a time to help cut down Lambda's

expenses, remembers that the house was in a very pleasant

neighborhood. "Although most neighbors realized the

orientation of the group, they were never anything but

cordial."37 Indeed, many times during a fundraiser or

event held at the house, straight neighbors would drop by

and join in the festivities.

37 Michael Fernandes, interview by the author.
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All was not bliss, of course. Austin Lambda did

have problems and controversies in its early years that

prevented the group from remaining attractive to the

lesbian-gay community. One of the first issues to arise

was whether or not alcohol and other drugs ought to be

allowed at the Lambda House. Many felt that, since one

of the lesbian-gay community's most pressing problems was

that of drug and alcohol abuser their use should be—

banned. Others felt that such strict regulations would

keep people away and give Lambda a "too clean" image. In

the end, since most Lambda leaders worked in the mental

health field, alcohol and drugs were banned from

functions held at the Lambda house.38

Although efforts were made by both sides, gender

also continued to be a thorn in the side of Lambda. The

early cohesion of lesbians and gays fostered by the four

founding members did not last much beyond the first year.

After 1980, according to members Strongher and

Risingstar, Lambda had difficulty in maintaining gender

parity on the Steering Committee due to a decline in

38 Kasey Strongher, interview by the author; Charles
Burdine, interview by the author; Troy Stokes, interview
by the author.
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active involvement by one group or the other.39 An

example of this occurred in 1981 when some lesbians began

to realize that the gays were taking over and quit the

group, which in turn induced the flight of other women

from Lambda. In January 1981, Lambda still had a

relatively equal gender membership but by that fall, when

Barnee Escott (a woman) entered the group, it had become

almost entirely dominated by gay men.40 In 1982 tla*

reverse situation developed where gays began leaving a

group they perceived as overly lesbian-oriented, which

resulted in a 1983 Lambda that was nearly entirely

composed of women. Lesbians and gays still distrusted

one another and abandoned Austin Lambda when it did not

meet their individual needs.

Austin Lambda depended upon the emotional commitment

of a few people to keep it alive. Lambda defined itself

by the vague term "cultural project," but other than that

it had no clear goals. The idea was to give lesbians and

gays a space in which to create. It also entailed the

tremendous responsibility of respecting people for their

differences, while putting forth the considerable effort

39 Barbara Risingstar, interview by the author;
Kasey Strongher, interview by the author; Lee Nicoloff,
"Lesbian Participation at Austin Lambda," Lambda, issue
no.10, June 1980, p. 3.

40 Barnee Escott, interview by the author.
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required to pay the bills. As with other lesbian-gay

community centers and social groups, these

responsibilities seemed to fall heavily onto the

shoulders of a few dedicated individuals.41 Lambda was

organized by the energetic and idealistic team of Michael

Fernandes, Cherese Campo, Mark Schmitz and Lee Nicoloff.

Through their example and collective efforts, Austin

Lambda took off in late 1979 and 1980, but their energy

had limits. Slowly the founding four broke away from

Lambda for a variety of different reasons that stemmed

from the fact that they had other things to do with their

lives. With their departure (Michael Fernandes for one

left in December of 1980),42 the organization began to

take on what Kasey Strongher described as a more

"conservative and closety tone,"43 in which feminism, a

cornerstone of the group's initial ideology, was

discussed less and less. Perhaps this was due to the

popularity of the political caucus (ALGPC), which

attracted the politicized members of the community. This

left Lambda in the hands of newly out-of-the-closet

homosexuals who were in the process of defining

41 Michael Fernandes, interview by the author.

42 ibid.

43 Kasey Strongher, interview by the author.
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themselves and who were not yet ready to identify with a

political ideology such as feminism. Fighting the

conservative and "closety" image of the bulk of the

Austin lesbian-gay community was probably one of the

reasons for the rapid burn out of Lambda activists, which

in turn led to the decline of the organization.

Austin Lambda underwent no fewer than three

resurrections throughout the 1980s. Each time seemed to

be an attempt to recapture the cooperative spirit of

Lambda that existed during its first two years44 - a

time when a critical mass of lesbians and gays cooperated

for the first time in their history to form a working

gender-equal community center.

In its boom years of 1979-1981, Austin Lambda

members participated in local and national political

events but were careful, because of their tax status, to

not officially involve themselves in any campaigning.

The 1979 creation of Lambda revolved around the need to

organize a local contingent to attend the October 1979

"March on Washington for Gay and Lesbian Rights."45

Lambda also officially organized the 1980 Gay and Lesbian

44 ibid.; Barnee Escott, interview by the author.

45 Michael Fernandes, interview by the author.
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Pride March in Austin.46 Both events showed that,

although by state law Lambda could not participate in

political campaigns, it could still be political in

fighting in different ways for lesbian-gay rights. And

although, when the 1981 Fair Housing campaign began,

Lambda offices and materials could not in any way be used

to promote the pro-lesbian-gay position, many Lambda

members - including .Barnee Escott, Charles Burdine-and

Marvin Prevost - became heavily involved with the

campaign as individuals. The contact that members of

Austin Lambda had with members of ALGPC, who for a time

shared the Lambda house on West 12th St., brought a

balance to the lesbian-gay community between political

and social organizing.

46 "Gay Pride Week Planned," Lambda, issue no.10,
June 1980, p. 2.


